Logistics and industry

Consignment sales

Saving time and money for consignment sales…
Wanzl - a renowned name in the trade for more than 50 years and still favoured
today for its sophisticated universal logistics solutions. With our international
experience in storage and transport of goods we have augmented the range of
consignment sales equipment with a number of effective items.

Roll pallet

Our products are produced as
standard models, modified
precisely to meet our customers' requirements or customised to suit the storage
systems and different range
and order structures.

Order-picking trolley
Order picking and sales
container

Order-picking trolleys from Wanzl are
efficient and variable, speeding up
processing times from order receipt
through to goods provision - for shorter delivery times and more satisfied
customers.

…effectively!
With the tremendous time pressure in distribution centres the main
aim of all consignment sales processes is to minimise processing
times and ensure maximum protection of the goods against damage. Wanzl products achieve this
aim effectively and economically.
Everywhere where goods are
manually removed, moved and
made ready for further processing
we provide systems which have
proved their worth practically for
consignment sales processing all
over the world.

Special solutions for special jobs
Wanzl supplies order-picking equipment for all applications - also customised to
your specifications upon request.
With ergonomic concepts, careful choice of materials and the very latest, computer-controlled production processes we guarantee the very best construction and
reliable function.

The KT4 order-picking trolley,
the special model for
particularly heavy loads.

Here are several of many special transport
solutions which were developed in accordance with customers specifications. Our
design department works flexibly - to fulfil
your wishes.

The Wanzl „Logistics & Industry” team
gets your goods moving with the right
products and expert know-how!
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Our standards set the standard
Wanzl quality policies
during all production
stages result in products which guarantee
the best materials, firstclass construction and
thorough surface treatment. This ensures
long-term, maintenance-free use and the
security of all your
investment.

Head start in development
Wanzl quality is a precisely defined process which already
starts with the initial rendering in the design department.
State-of-the-art 3D CAD systems and FEM simulation software exactly define the manufacturing parameters for
components and assemblies down to the last thousandth
of a millimetre.

Guaranteed safety
Each Wanzl product is subjected to stringent tests in inhouse laboratories before it reaches our customers. The
test criteria include bearing capacity, durability, robustness and other factors. The results are products with a GS
mark which more than satisfy the requirements of standards such as EN 1929 and DIN 32601. In collaboration
with the product service of the TÜV German technical
inspectorate, we have developed quality standards which
considerably overreach conventional specifications.

Best material quality
Only the very best quality manufacturers are considered
for the annually processed 30,000 tonnes of steel wire and
more than 15,000 tonnes of tubing, as only their materials
meet our high demands with regard to surface quality,
strength, welding properties and bending characteristics.

High degree of automation
CNC technology and robotics, semi-automatic and fully
automatic manufacturing islands and production lines
characterise the high-precision processes in all works.
Much of our production equipment has evolved from the
unique specialist knowledge in wire and tube processing.
This guarantees a constant and high quality standard.

Surface treatment
Iron and steel components require special attention. At
Wanzl, one of the ten largest galvanising works in Germany, you are in the hands of experts. With fully automatic
process control each individual component is galvanised
with a high-gloss finish and provided with either a transparent or coloured plastic powder coating to specifications
- and so thoroughly, that Wanzl products were already
awarded the „Galvanotechnik” seal of approval in 1982.

Quality management
Process safety is guaranteed for all operational procedures. From material procurement through to final assembly
and on-site installation each step is defined, monitored
and recorded in accordance with the QMS criteria
(DIN EN ISO 9001:2000). For one hundred percent quality.

Quality wheels
Wanzl sets quality standards - especially with regard to
transport comfort. Maintenance-free wheels with double
ball bearings and non-wearing tread with steering forks
mounted on ball bearings make our models smooth-running, quiet and easy to steer; features which your customers really appreciate.
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